BEST UK CHALET COMPANY

Morgan Jupe
Over four winter seasons Morgan Jupe have steadily built a portfolio of exclusive
properties; each are superbly located in the increasingly sought-after resort of Morzine,
with exceptional views and great access to the slopes.
As an owner run business we have an extremely hands-on approach, which allows us to carefully
maintain our high standards and continue to exceed our clients’ expectations year on year.
Having run catered chalets ourselves both for other companies and our own, we have a true
understanding of what makes a chalet holiday special; we pass this experience and knowledge
onto our team each season during training weeks and on a daily basis throughout the winter.
We now offer fully-catered, flexi-catered and self-catered chalets and apartments for full
weeks and short breaks throughout the winter season. It is our passion for fine food and great
wines that defines our product; it is our desire to offer guests a chalet holiday unlike any they
have experienced before that sets us apart.
In January 2016 we hosted our first “Gourmet Getaway”, a package unlike any other available
across the catered chalet market. We teamed up with Michelin-starred, Great British Menu
finalist James Sommerin to provide a truly unforgettable dining experience for our guests in
Chalet des Amis; the focal point being a seven-course tasting menu with wine flight prepared by
JamesSommerin himself. Stay tuned for the details of Morgan Jupe’s Gourmet Getaway 2017.
Guest Testimonials From Winter 2015/16 …
Holly Nelson - February 2016 - Chalet des Amis
I just wanted to extend my thanks to you both, and the absolutely incredible staff at Morgan
Jupe, for a wonderful stay with you at Chalet des Amis last week. It’s fair to say the entire
group had an absolute blast, and a significant factor in that was down to all of you. From Alice,
who was wonderful, so friendly and professional, and ensured we were always comfortable, to
the talented Nico who rustled up feast upon feast, to driver Joe who somehow managed to
juggle all our various transportation needs every day, with a jovial smile and useful
recommendations/advice…The chalet suited us perfectly and having the hot tub and sauna was
a lovely treat. Thanks again for everything - I will certainly be in touch next year!
Katie Tucker - March 2016 - Chalet de mes Rêves
Had an absolutely amazing time, best family ski holiday ever. Julie and Tish were the perfect
chef and host. James the driver was an absolute God send even bringing us our snow boots and
picking up all our ski gear at the bottom on the slopes. It was so good we have already booked
again for next year. The only problem was dealing with the children's tears as we left as they
didn't want to leave.

